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Coniston counselor as the best job you could
have at that age! In 1984 Sherm was asked to
become CIT Director, a position he still
cherishes.
Lifelong relationships also began for Sherm
when he met Lynn Hunter, a fellow staff member at Coniston; ten years later in September
1990, they were married.

Sherm Horton:

Camper, Staff, Parent,
Webmaster, www.coniston.org

T

he Horton
family’s Coniston story goes
back to 1963, to the
purchase of our current location from
the Dudley family. Judy Horton’s
brother-in-law was
involved in that
purchase, and he
sent his young
daughter to Camp;
that daughter is
Catherine Johnson
Abetti, Coniston
board member!

Judy says that “Catherine took to camp like a
fish to water”, and soon after, Judy’s own son
Sherm joined his cousin at camp followed by
Horton siblings Andrew, Sally and Thomas.
Like many Coniston staff Sherm made his way
through the ranks, starting as a camper in
1972, CIT in ’77, and Senior Counselor
in ’80. Sherm describes his summers as a
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Together
they are
raising
their own
family
of campers—Bradford, a
four-year
Coniston
camper,
and
Walker
One camping fami
ly! Sherm, Lyn
Hayley and Bra
n,
and
dford
relaxing on thHorton
e porch
Hayley, soon to
be summer campers at Coniston.
Today Sherm is responsible for design and
maintenance of the Coniston website, www.
coniston.org, a donation that John Tilley describes as an enormous contribution. Sherm’s
investment of time and expertise keep the
Coniston Experience in the thoughts of campers year round, and he views the website as a
key connection between Camp and its community. The website is constructed so JD can
change pictures almost daily from the office,
even during winter. Along with the “camper
forum” this daily update keeps alumni and
campers hanging out at Coniston.org to see
what’s coming next.
“Coniston is a family experience” Sherm says,
“that sense of family, like the first time your
parents drive you into camp and leave … that
sense that you’re in a place where you have the
ability to take risks, but in a safe atmosphere
… risks like getting up on stage and doing a
... continued on page 3
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learned a lot
Ito’vesince
coming
Coniston, and

managing a great
YMCA summer
camp is not what
I once thought
it was.
For the past three
decades camp
management
professionals
looked at camps
and thought they
needed to be
open year-round—if it’s
good for eight weeks, think how great it’ll
be for 52! Camps around the country spent a
large amount of money tearing down structures steeped in tradition, and building winterized facilities usually out of cinderblock
with no traditional camp feeling.
New Hampshire’s cold winters and relatively
small population kept Coniston from going this route. When I first visited camp I
couldn’t believe it was not winterized. I now
realize that Coniston is incredibly fortunate to
have not demolished our traditional buildings
to make way for the ‘cinder-blockhouse’ look.
There were many major structures in the
camp, many of which were icons, which
were allowed to slip into disrepair over 50
years, even before our Y bought the camp.
Some were in such disrepair it was difficult
to envision them once again serving the
camp population in a useful manner.
Now we’re in the process of saving one of
the most important of those classic buildings
at Camp—the old Dining Hall. After we
moved the Maintenance Shop and opened up
the front, we knew the next project would be
to transform a building in neglected shape
into a centerpiece—a showplace that Camp
will use and be proud of for generations.
I’ve learned how important it is to preserve
those icons at Camp … and how valuable the
support of an engaged board of directors and
a committed camp community is to keeping our structure intact and growing. We’re
asking for your support … and we hope you’ll
make Coniston a priority this year.

Land Purchase
Update ...

W

e’re very thankful to
have received strong
interest in our Winter 0506 Coniston Chronicle article
concerning the developable
property overlooking camp.
We are still actively seeking
to purchase the property, and
many concerned Coniston
community members have
contacted us asking, “How
can we help?” Soon we will
be asking people to help both
organize and purchase the
property.
Those who have contacted
us understand the need to
protect Camp’s boundaries
and security. But some have
asked about possible uses if
the land is purchased.
This parcel has an incredible
360-degree view of the surrounding lakes and mountains—one of the very few
in the region—which would
make an outstanding site for
overnights, retreats and campouts. But beyond that, there
are many uses for which
this ideal location would be
potentially suited:
• A site to establish a day
camp (a valuable addition which, in this location, would not impact on
the operation of resident
camp.)
• A site to establish a second
resident camp.
• A year-round conference
center.
• An expansion of our Adventure Camp program
into a larger-scale operation.
Two things that seem contradictory generated these
program possibilities—the
regular presence of our wait
list, and the general belief
... continued on pg 5

D onor F ocus :
... continued from page 1
skit … it teaches you how to take creative chances, not
to limit yourself to the ‘rules’ of what you’re asked to
do. If I didn’t have those experiences at Camp, I probably would never have had them.”
Sherm says his “take-aways” from Coniston are
“a community, a relationship with an impact on my
entire life … if I had to order the associations I’ve
had, beginning with the best, Camp would be first
on the list.”

Judy Horton:

Parent, Board Member, Donor

J

families stay for
a week in their
own cabin, with
all meals provided
by Camp. “It’s a
wonderful vacation with all
Camp activities
included … a
wonderful way
to introduce kids
to camp in a totally non-threatening way, very
safe and secure
A quiet summer mo
with your own
ment fo
and grandson r Judy
Walker
family.” Judy
still comes back to Family Camp to
“touch base with Camp again … Coniston is a kind of
revisiting of that nostalgic experience — and also an
education to me in how a good, successful camp is run.”

udy describes
herself as an “independent traveler—
I have a map of the
Judy “wants to forward this experience to other kids,”
world with pins in
and as in the past, she sponsors two CIT Camperships
it!” … markers for her
to Coniston, this year as a fifteenth anniversary wedmany trips around
ding gift to Sherm and Lynn — “a gesture to their hapthe globe. But bepy marriage, and to having connected here at Coniston.”
tween journeys she’s
been a steady presJudy’s gift of two CIT camperships carries on the
ence at Camp over
Coniston Experience to every camper. Our incredible
the past 34 years,
summer staff is what makes camp magical, and most
with more than
staff are trained in the CIT program. Judy’s gift in her
twenty years of serfamily’s name ensures the CIT program is available
vice on Coniston’s
to all, and continues our enjoyment of the entire
board of directors.
summer experience.
She says her role on the board was “to
present ideas, concepts, critiques, things
to try … to get people thinking”, and she
has been recognized for her long service
in the naming of the Horton Memorial
A Well-Deserved
Pavilion.
fter serving the needs of YMCA
Recognition
Camp Coniston as a parent, supJudy has seen countless kids, including
porter
and longtime Board member,
her own, come up through the ranks
the
Horton
Pavilion was dedicated in
at Coniston, and she values the satJudy’s
honor
in the summer of 2001.
isfaction they’ve gained through the
Over three decades and three Direcprocess. “I’ve watched them mature,
tors, Judy’s vision of what Conisgain new confidence, really come
ton should be impacted the lives of
out of their shells. Sherm’s passion
thousands of youth at Camp. Judy
for camp has grown through the
was instrumental in bringing Nancy
years, and Thomas has nurtured a
Larue to direct the Camp from 1991 to
love for kids through much of his
1999. Under Nancy, the camp’s procareer.”
grams became even more productive,
She also credits Family Camp as an
and entered a phase that directly led
Judy with husband Sherm Jr. at the
important part of the Coniston experito today’s success.
dedication of the Horton Pavilion
ence, an after-season program where

T he H orton P avilion :

A
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Camp Financials

W

e’re happy to report that Camp is
in very healthy condition, and our
financial audit for the year 2005
demonstrates both financial and organizational
health for Coniston. As a non-profit, money
above and beyond our operating costs is turned
back into camp for facilities and program improvements. For 2005, Camp Coniston had gross
revenues exceeding $1.6 million (fees and donations included), with all funds returned directly
to camp support.
One of our most important and meaningful
sources of revenue are donations from individuals, businesses and alumni. Coniston has demonstrated a steady increase in charitable donations, growing from approximately $3,000 in
1999 to almost $116,000 in 2005.
Because Coniston is program fee based, the
number of special programs and Camperships
we can provide is a direct reflection on the
amount of money we are able to raise. Programs
such as Camp Winning Spirit, our camp for
children with cancer and their families, can only
expand through an increase in donations. Also,
the improvements to our facilities and programs
directly reflect gifts made to camp.

2005 Revenues
(fees & donations included)

Total $1,648,000

2005 Capital
& Facilities Highlights
• Infirmary—The central section was completely renovated
to provide a more comfortable work area and a more
presentable space for parents. Interior also painted.
• Office Porch—Possibly the most noticeable improvement,
this was added to the office and provides places to gather
and wait for program changes.
• Loon—Complete interior and structural renovation
providing a winterized location for staff and summer
housing. Without immediate attention this building would
have continued to deteriorate and have to be demolished.
• Old Kitchen/Lodge—Covered dish-return windows with
pine boards, removed old stove and vents, new floor in old
kitchen. Provided inspiration for 2006 major project.
• Robin’s Nest Chimney—the next in a continuing line of
masonry projects; four existing chimneys remaining.
• Darkroom—removed from Robin’s Nest and bathroom/
shower put in place.
• Signage—New hand-made signs around camp, including
sailing board, canoeing, office signs, directional signs from
I-89, entrance signs, and numerous quotes.
• New docks—for use on overnights in conjunction with the
war canoes. Put in place at Flume, Loon, Trigger, Gazebo,
and an extension for the water ski dock.
• Sidewalks leading from the parking area to the office and to
the entrance of the Dining Hall were installed.
• Landscaping—tree replacement continued along the
driveway into camp, and a lawn service was hired to
increase the field quality in camp and on the A field.
• Frisbee Golf—a new nine-hole Frisbee Golf course was
designed by alumni Gordy Adell and built by summer staff
and Catherine Johnson-Abetti.
• Sound Tiles for Dining Hall were installed to cut the reverb,
making meals more tolerable.
• Laundry Porch was constructed to continue the X theme
from the front of the Lodge and office.
• Basketball Courts and Goals were refinished and upgraded
for use by summer program. The goals had not been
upgraded in several decades.

Summer Programs $1,309,000
After-School Programs $125,000
Gifts and Donations $116,000
Other Programs Pre/Post $98,000
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FIGURES ROUNDED TO NEAREST $1000

• Cardboard Compactor was purchased to use at the dining
hall. Cardboard pickup is available free of charge from
Sysco. Trash disposal is a cost that has risen in recent
years and cardboard represents more than half of the
volume of disposed items from the kitchen. We will realize
significant savings via reduced fees in the upcoming years.
• Painting Contracted painting was performed on Robin’s
Nest, Loon, Office front, Girl’s College, and Girl’s
Vespers ring.
• Other projects and purchases from 2005: CIT Project/Horse
trail; Stage Curtain; War Canoes; Planet Walk and Sundial;
Bleachers; Started Girl’s College; Demolish “Scary House”.

T

he Lodge is a cherished structure but the
adjacent Old Dining Hall has slowly
fallen into disrepair, leaving us all to
wonder about its fate. When the maintenance
shop was moved to the new location and its
site transformed into green play space, the Old
Dining Hall became even more visible … but
how could we use it best?
After examining this rambling building,
originally built in the 1920’s, we realized the
basic structure and space was sound … but the
interior needed massive work. Interior walls
had to be moved and relocated, finish floors
installed, new wiring completed, two different levels inside the building made to work
together … an enormous task.
At first it looked like
the building would
have to be torn down,
but through a deeper
understanding of
what we wanted to
happen here at Camp,
the Old Dining Hall has been saved, transformed into a showplace for the arts.
Over the past few summers Coniston’s drama program has experienced a renaissance.
These staff direct campers in elaborate plays,
complete with multiple scenes, set changes
and lighting. In part of the former kitchen,
drama now has a dedicated construction shop
where theater sets can be planned and built.
We’ve also removed unused kitchen appliances to create an arts and crafts facility, and
a darkroom for photography. The oldest part
of the old dining hall has been transformed
into a room with spaces for dance and singers’
rehearsals as well as a lounge. There are now
“barn doors” that separate the main area of
the structure into smaller rooms, or open up
the center room into a massive hall that could
hold the Camp’s entire summer population.
This is a true arts center for Coniston!

Work in the Old
s
Kitchen (that wa
s
rt
A
as
g
servin
e)
and Crafts spac

e
just before th
gan.
be
n
tio
renova

An evening activ
ity
in the pavilion
with
the entire camp
in
attendance ...
look
how crowded
it was!
the ‘new’ Old
Dining
Hall will be much
more spacious
.

An almostcomplete
section of the
Old Dining
Hall which
r
will be used fo
dance classes.

The Old Dining Hall will be completed by
this summer.

Land Purchase Update ...

cont’d from pg 3

that Camp shouldn’t be much larger. (In other
words, there are always campers waiting to get in,
but most people don’t want Camp bigger than it
is.) If Camp decides to serve more children and
families, this property would be ideally suited and
would not impact our current programs. Due to
this pressure we are looking to further the mission

of Camp—“creating experiences that build healthy
spirit, mind and body for all.”
We have been presented with the opportunity to
make this move, and we’re now in the process of
negotiation. In the meantime, we’re compiling
a list of people who are interested in the project.
Please join the many Conistonians who have already contacted us; we’ll keep you up to date!
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YMCA Camp Coniston 2005 Donors
Friend of Coniston
$
1-$49

A&A Tree Service Company
Val Adell
Peggy & Leslie Allison
Katie Arnold
Wendy Baker
Diana Blazar
Martha Calcutt
Kathryn & Kenneth Chesney
John & Sue Clough
Rebecca, MacKenzie &
James Contois
Cat Cook
Anna Cooley
Charlie Creagh
Sean Crotty
Charles & Judith Danzoll
Wells & Mary Darling
Molly & Dexter Cooper Delaney
M. Eugenia & Mark Doncov
Alexa Dougherty
Deborah & Joseph Drake
Caitlin Elgert
Dani & Alan Falkoff
Charles & Charlotte Faulkner
Aislinn Fenton
Susan & Robert Friedman
Frank & Adele Furdyna
Biz Gillespie
Evan Glynn
Martha Graber
Holly & Charles Holliday
Deb & John Hoover
Carly Hughes
Kelly Hughes
Dawn & Osaro Ighodaro
,Jenny Imrich
Molly Jepson
Sarah Jordan
Marc Kaufman & Susan Bartlett
Molly R. Kershner
Chris LeBlanc
Jill Lenson
Neil & Kelly Levesque
John & Gail MacInnes
Courtney Mario
Ben Mark
Joey Marzelli
Mr. & Mrs. John McCrillis
Molly McGovern
Paula Messac
Robby Muller
Mark Noll
John & Barbara O’Connor
Rory Page
Jessica Paul
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Fred Piker
Anne Pouch
Chelsea Quann
R.C. Brayshaw Printing Company
Deborah Radway
Eric Rightor
John & Barbara Rodgers
Zach Rowe
Jack Ruderman & Amy Messer
Beth Sawitz
Emma Siemasko
Alex Simon
Katie Smidt
Cynthia Smith & Steve Imrich
Clinton & Francesca Springer
Marcus Stacey
Nicole & Drummond Taylor
Mary Teach
Linda & Jason Temco
Tommy Tessier
Ruth Thurgood
Linda & Steven Tierney
T.N. & Lorette Trolle
Susan Twomey
Elaine Ulman
Bill & Jan Wagner
Paula & Craig Wehde
Joey Whelan
Cheryl & Rodney Wilson
Jenna Zadah
Zach Zimmerman
Contributor
$
50-$99

Stefan & Barbara Abramo
Dave & Fay Barden
Charles Barlowe & Amy Stephens
Michael & Andrea Barsch
Steven & Cynthia Benson
Nancy & John Bonell
Christopher & Jennifer Bourdain
Patricia Brooks
Henry & Patricia Brown
Ted & Barbara Brown
John & Martha Cassidy
Scott & Sandra Comstock
Don & Mary Crowell
Susan & Robert DeLong
Christina & Carter Dodge
Amy Feins
Pam & Roger Fink
JoAnne, Meyers & Jeffrey Gill
Joan Goshgarian & Van McLeod
John & Nancy Grout
Jim & Missy Haas
Deborah Hall & James Woods
Thom Harnett & Lisa Copenhaver

Michael & Debra Harwood
Fiona & John Heaney
Michael & Margaret Hooton
Carol Ann Howe
Gretchen & Rick Hutchinson
Robert & Gail Johnson
Howie Kalfus
Nancy Kane & Barry Cox
Roger Keilig
David & Esther Kosofsky
June & Dan Lenzo
Linda Macedonio
Robin & George Martin
Sarah & Jonathan Marvin
Mary McGoldrick
Carolyn & Peter Mertz
Heidi & Joseph Milardo
Ruth & Joel Moses
Doug Newton
Susan & Michael O’Byrne
John & Cindy Page
Charles & Virginia Pearce
Robert & Norah Peterson
Noah Pomerantz
Nicole Reiss
Mabeth & John Richards
Benjamin Rogers
Tony & Julie Rossetti
Mary & Sean Ryan
Margaret & David Salvas
Carol & Dorsey Schaper
Leslie & Larry Schueckler
Donna Palley & Steven Scudder
Diane & Dan Shapiro
Stephen & Anne Sharp
Brad Ship
Roberta Sinclair
Soriano, Ronald & Ellen Fisher
Nancy & Chris Stafford
George & Jean Sutherland
Tenet Healthcare Foundation
Amy Tolsdorff
Diane & Weber Torres
Dale Vincent
Robert & Susan Vreeland
John Berk & May Wakamatsu
Edward Walsh & Margaret Beck
Debra Walton
Eric & Angela Webster
Merle Westbrook
Lynne & Patrick Weygint
Kevin & Irene Whelan
Julie & Bob White
Wray Family
Bronze Triangle
$
100-$249

Laura & Scott Anderson

Barbara & Thomas Arell
Eileen & Paul Bailey
Beate & Jimmy Becker
Daniel & Patricia Berry
Bolducs Company
Mark Caldwell
Clarke’s Hardware Company
Alice & Arnold Coda
Susan & Jim Cooley
Smith, Maurice & Susan Cooper
Lisa Copenhaver
& Thomas Harnett
Chad & Angel Crandell
Lynne & Robert Delise
Holly Dickey
Lois & Evan Evans
Mickey Feins
Scott & Martha Finlay
Christine Flynn
Conrad Frey
Katie & John Gardner
Camille & David Gillespie
Eleanor & Walter Goddard
Larry Griffin
Margo & Harold Haddock
Sarah & Thomas Hancock
Todd & Patricia Heatherton
Bruce Hickey
Sara & Jonathan Hiipakka
Steve & Betsy Howard
Stacy & Jonathan Kamisar
LaValley Building Supply
Company
Lehman Brothers Company
Mark & Kathleen Leven
Sarah Levine
Karen & Joseph Mario
Victoria & Patrick Marsh
Lorrie & Howard Maurer
Nelson McLean
Joseph & June Miley
Ann & Marc Morris
Robert Morris
Randi & Steve Piaker
Betty & Peter Rowe
Jill & Bill Schoonmaker
Sherwin Dodge Printers
Evan Shuman
Jo Ann & Larry Smith
Victoria Spater
Nancy & Keith Stuart
Roberta Thomas
Carol & Anthony Trio
Susie & Peter Twadell
Tom Vawter & Ann Hadley
Cynthia Watkins
Joanne & Andrew Weintraub
Don Wenz

Meredith & Dennis Williams
Mary & Bruce Wood
Michael & Christine Work
Claudia & Michael Zegans
Silver Triangle
$250-499

John Aaron
Jack & Marjan Andrews
Beate & Jimmy Becker
Barbara Callahan
Carroll Concrete Company
Antonio & Kim Casola
H. Newcomb & Sally Eldredge
Sue Ann & Dan Evans
Jared Reid & Karen Freedman
Barry & Patty Glynn
Linda Greer & Mike Tilchin
Myra & Joseph Hugg
Jack’s Coffee Company
J.P. Morgan Company
Lake Sunapee Bank
Linda & Richard Lovering
Brenda & Steve Pogorzelski
Scott Sanders
Maura & Clark Smidt
Tilley, John & Tricia
Gold Triangle
$500-$999

Catherine Johnson
& George Abetti
Boston Foundation
Ann & John Calcutt
Carol & Lindsay Copeland
Chris & Sophie Eldredge
Hannaford Brothers
Judy Korzenowski & Jon Olson
Mascoma Savings Bank
Diane & Tom Tessier
Platinum Triangle
$1,000-$4,999

Steven & Andrea Deutsch
Rolf & Stuart Gesen
Steven & Sue Greenbaum
Sherman & Judy Horton
In Honor of Sherman and
Lynn Horton
Irene & Hugh Gallen Fund
William & Nancy Johnson
Amy Schneider & Ed Sciore
Tom Simon
Chairman’s Triangle
$5,000-$30,000

Carl Witherall Fund
Josh Young Fund
Lane and Elizebeth Dwinell
Foundation
NH Charitable Foundation

Coniston A CONTINUING SERIES
History:
In This Issue:
"How the Loon
any of us at Coniston have heard the
cry of the loons across the lake, that
Became Coniston’s
wavering call over the water during sumSymbol"
mer mornings and evenings. Loons have
become a fairly common sight on the lakes
and ponds of New Hampshire — but it wasn’t so long ago that the loons
we see so frequently now were almost driven out of our region.

M

Each summer the same pair
returns to the same safe and
secluded lake to build their nest
close to the water’s edge. Loons
are very loyal and are thought
to mate for life. The adult
birds stay close to the young,
often carrying them on their
backs as they swim around
the lake.
At the low point during the
1970’s, the 900 lakes and
ponds in New Hampshire
hosted as few as 10 pairs of
Loons. Throughout these low years, Loons continued
to nest on Lake Coniston. The generations of those birds flew out of our
valley to repopulate not only the Northeast but also the entire continent.
n as the
otherwise knowone of their
Gavia immer, n
st
ju
g
in
ow
Common Loo , eshfeatures — their red eyes
many distinctiv

All Loons require one thing to stay healthy and thrive—clean water. But
during the 1970s it was a different story. Lakes and rivers in the United
States were badly polluted — so polluted that a few actually caught on fire.
At one point the EPA stated two-thirds of the country’s lakes, rivers and
coastal waters had become unsafe for fishing or swimming.
In response to this, in 1972, the
Clean Water Act was enacted
into law, requiring cities, towns
and industries to “clean up their
act’.” And it worked—water
quality steadily improved, and
many species that were close to
extinction have come back and
flourished. The loon is one of
them and the Bald Eagle and the
Osprey are others.
Loons are exce
All of these factors led to staff
up to 90 feet dellent swimmers — they can di
many minutes ep and stay submerged for ve
and campers having increased
while hunting
for fish.
awareness of just how incredibly special the Loons on Lake Coniston were.
These characteristics make Loons the perfect symbol of our loyalty to
each other, and the beauty of our camp.

Through the 1980’s the Loon slowly came to symbolize camp and was
used in the formal logo in 1994.

In The Next Issue:
How Coniston Became One of the Largest Camps in the US
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A Link to the Past ...
The New Camp Coniston “On-Line Family Tree”

A

nnouncing the newest way to connect everyone together
in the Coniston community ... our “On-Line Family Tree”!
We’re building this exciting project right now — an electronic connection of old and new friends at Camp Coniston, in
preparation for our 100th Anniversary coming up soon.
Our On-Line Family Tree will start with an email to the Coniston community, asking you when you
were here, where you lived, what jobs you worked at for the summer, and what you did while you were
at Camp. Those answers will be sent back to our website, www.Coniston.org, which will link them all
together and build a Coniston Family Tree showing all the connections!
Together, our community members will be able to ‘rebuild’ past staffs and cabin groups, and find old
friends. And you might get to make some new friends as well — our On-Line Family Tree will also link
high school and college graduates together, so you can see how you’re connected there too.
We’re hard at work completing this exciting project, and we hope to have it ready as summer begins.
Be sure to check in frequently at www.Coniston.org ... find out how you can “join the Family’!
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